
 

 

 

 

 

June 9, 2016 

 

Century Tokyo Leasing Selected as “Competitive IT Strategy Company” for Second Consecutive Year 

 

Century Tokyo Leasing Corporation (“CTL”) was selected today as a “FY2016 Competitive IT Strategy Company” jointly 

promoted by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (“METI”) and the Tokyo Stock Exchange (“TSE”). CTL has 

been awarded this designation for the second consecutive year. 

 

Since fiscal 2014, METI and TSE have been designating “Competitive IT Strategy Company” stocks as part of an 

initiative to promote the strategic use of IT, and this marks the program’s second year. Specifically, “Competitive IT 

Strategy Company” stocks are selected from among the roughly 3,500 companies listed on the TSE as companies that 

are actively using IT to stimulate innovation in management and improve earnings levels and productivity from the 

standpoint of enhancing corporate value and boosting competitiveness over the mid to long term. The companies are 

selected from each industry category.  

 

CTL has been a pioneer in developing Internet-based IT tools to broadly respond to customer needs. It delivers 

information on leasing contracts and management of customer assets while enhancing customer convenience by 

utilizing cloud services. A group company Nippon Car Solutions Co., Ltd. (“NCS”) has been providing customers with 

the “NCS Drive Doctor,” a telematics service, as an additional service in its automobile leasing business. NCS provides 

services that contribute to realizing safe and secure transportation through functions for visualizing driving behaviors, 

such as reckless driving, and supporting efficient vehicle operation management. 

 

In addition, CTL’s top management has consistently communicated the importance of utilizing IT through annual 

reports and various media. CTL was recognized for its internal meetings related to the use of IT and its response to 

information security, as well as for the direct, active interest that its top management has demonstrated. 

 

CTL plans to transform CSI Leasing, Inc. into a wholly-owned subsidiary this 

month. CSI Leasing, Inc. is a leading independent leasing company with 

strengths in IT leasing. CTL will continue to collaborate with IT manufacturers 

both in Japan and overseas to further develop global services that utilize IT. 

 

Reference: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry webpage 

http://www.meti.go.jp/press/2016/06/20160609002/20160609002.html 
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Contact Information: 

Century Tokyo Leasing Corporation 

Investor Relations Office 

Takeshi Matsubara 

E-mail: contact_e@ctl.co.jp 

Phone: +81-(0)3-5209-6710 

 

(Note) This translation is prepared and provided for reference only. In the event of any discrepancy between this 

translated document and the original Japanese document, the original document shall prevail. 


